
Positive and Proactive SUPER Sennie (SEN Nanny) for G8

Location: Elstree, Borehamwood (Hertfordshire / North London)

Wage / Salary: £17 - £20 gross per hour (rate dependent on experience)

Live In/Out: This is a live-out position

Driver: Preferable but not essential - An automatic car can be provided on duty

Essential Skills:

● Previous nanny / sole charge experience
● Experienced with genetic / developmental disorders
● Experience with non - verbal communicators
● Calm, kind and encouraging approach
● Great communication skills
● Toilet training
● Strong understanding of speech and language therapies and how to continue these

interventions in the home
● Reliability and organisational skills

Desirable Skills:
● Prior experience with personal care / moving and handling
● Prior hands-on experience using PECS (Picture Exchange Communication)
● Makaton/Sign Language
● Experienced working with learning difficulties / disabilities

Start Date: As soon as possible

Days & Hours:

● Term Time Monday - Friday: 4pm - 8pm (Or 9pm if more hours are desired)

● School holidays/closures Monday - Friday: 1pm - 6pm

A Sennie who can also work SATURDAYS from 1pm - 5pm is preferable, this could be negotiated for
the right candidate and / or offered as a separate position to a weekend only Sennie.

About the family: SENNIES are looking forward to finding a Super Sennie for this very positive family
who require an experienced and knowledgeable Sennie to support their daughter, G8, who has a
genetic condition that affects her cognitive development.

The family takes an encouraging and optimistic approach, always keeping fun and positive
engagement at the forefront and are looking for someone reliable and well versed in special
educational needs who can not only provide care for G8, but also work on her development with
regards to self care, her fine and gross motor skills and her communication.

It is really important that the Sennie has lots of personality and can bring new ideas and expertise to
the role and can work alongside the family and specialists to provide the best care for G8 possible.



About G8: G8 is a very friendly and sweet little girl, full of energy and lots of determination! She really
loves swimming and other physical activities like playing on her trampoline and active games in and
around the house. G8 responds fantastically well to sensory play/engagement and her favourite thing
to do is listen to or watch nursery rhymes and be told/read stories with a lot of sensory input and
feedback.

G8 has what is referred to as a ‘SYNGAP 1’ Gene mutation, this can affect everyone differently, and in
G8’s case means that she has ‘developmental delays’ around her speech, language and
communication and her cognitive development. She is currently a non-verbal communicator, however
she is actively encouraged to communicate through Picture Exchange Communicatons and some
sign language, which she responds very well to. She used to have seizures but these are now under
control with medication and she only has mild absences infrequently.

The family uses play as a form of education and to promote learning and understanding and use
positive reinforcement and language which is currently working for G8, however she can find it difficult
to stay on activities and tasks that she is not interested in or doesn’t like and so needs more
encouragement and support in completing essential tasks.

Her key areas for support and development are:
● Instilling independence and helping her with her self-care - improving G8’s autonomy is vital
● Helping with her speech, language and communication skills
● Personal care including: Toilet training, dressing and bathing
● Developing her fine and gross motor skills such as helping her to use a fork and spoon for self

- feeding
● Allowing G8 to be active and express herself and play freely whilst ensuring her safety
● Implementing a clear timetable/schedule suitable for G8

Medications:
● Clobazam
● Epilim Chronosphere
● Daily Multivitamins

Whilst G8 has additional needs, she is very strong willed and knows what she likes and doesn’t like,
this means it is vital that the Sennie selected can really connect with G8 and understand her individual
nuances and personality traits so that they can understand her areas for her development and support
carefully and considerately to learn what she wants and needs.

About the role:
The family is looking for an experienced childcarer who can provide after school care and
tutelage/developmental support for their daughter, with a focus on helping her achieve more
independence in her day-to-day essential activities. .

Main duties include:

● Engaging G8 in their preferred activities and coming up with ideas for new ones
● Assisting with snack - time
● Dinner time routine: No meal preparation required but support with feeding needed
● Aiding G8 in her key areas of development and coming up with strategies and ideas to do so
● Personal care and sensitive handling for/of G8
● Preparing for bed (bathing not necessary)



● Continuing therapeutic interventions and activities in the home such as: Speech and language
therapy, recommended activities from the Physiotherapist and Occupational therapist and
continuing to expand G8’s sign language vocabulary

The family are looking for a high energy, highly experienced, committed and caring Special
Educational Needs Nanny. The Sennie selected will be able to follow and support therapies and
interventions determined by the family (in conjunction with the Sennie) and professionals.


